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ABSTRACT Using multiple fixed chargers to remotely charge wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a
feasible way in harsh terrain. An interesting property is that, due to the radio interference, the charging
efficiency with multiple chargers may not simply be the sum of that with single charger if the chargers
have the same radio frequency. To avoid the interference, an alternative way is to employ chargers with
diverse frequencies, which, however, occupies too much channel resources of WSNs. In this paper, we try to
answer such an interesting question: to charge a given WSN, can unique-frequency chargers be comparable
to diverse-frequency chargers? To answer this question, we formulate two problems targeting at minimizing
the charger number and maximizing the minimum charging power at sensor nodes, respectively. Then,
we propose corresponding greedy algorithms with proof of the approximation ratio. Extensive simulation
results show that: 1) given threshold of radio power at sensor nodes, the number of unique-frequency chargers
required is no more than 1.1 times of that of diverse-frequency chargers and 2) given the charger number,
the minimum radio power provided by unique-frequency chargers can be up to 80% of that with diverse-
frequency chargers. This shows the quite competitive performance of unique-frequency chargers since they
require only one channel instead of a group of channels required by diverse-frequency chargers. In addition,
after appropriate placement, we find it needless to further schedule the unique-frequency chargers to improve
the minimum charging power that they provide.

INDEX TERMS Circuits and systems, energy efficiency, wireless charging, radio interference, placement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, as a promising energy harvesting technique,
wireless charging circuit has attracted much attention
in enhancing energy efficiency of wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) [1]–[5]. Recent improvements in radio energy
harvesting techniques have made it possible to charge sensor
nodes in relative long distance (>10m away) [18]. It has
been validated that sensor node could harvest radio energy
with 6µW power when putting a charger with transmission
power 4W about 12 meters away (the received radio power is
20µW and the transition efficiency is 30%) [18]. The long-
distance charging can be free from the practical terrains, and
it can charge multiple sensor nodes simultaneously. However,
compared to the mobile charging [6], [7], the long-distance
charging provides much weaker harvesting power (usually
tens of µW -level) at sensor nodes. This may be sufficient
for the ultra-low power signal processing circuits designed
recently [8]. However, it is too low for the requirement of
wireless communication (usually tens of mW-level) [9].

Since the chargers’ power is strictly restricted by FCC
(Federal Communications Commission), to accelerate the
long-distance charging, we consider to employ multiple
chargers located at different positions in WSNs to charge
the sensor nodes concurrently. With the cooperation of the
multiple chargers, the harvesting power at sensor nodes
can be increased, and the charging range can be extended
correspondingly.

In order to facilitate a sensor node to independently harvest
the energy of the chargers’ radios, the chargers need to work
at different frequencies, which however will occupy toomuch
channel resources. If the chargers fix their radios with unique
frequency, interference between the radios surely occurs. The
interference will lead to nonlinear superposition charging
effect on sensor nodes [19]. Specifically, when the phase
difference of two encountering radio waves is less than π/2,
the waves will combine constructively, and the combined
radio’s power can be larger than the sum of each wave’s
power. However, if the phase difference of the encountering
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of radio power with three chargers.
(a) div-chargers, (b) uni-chargers.

waves is over π/2, the waves will combine destructively, and
the combined radio’s power can be less than any one of the
waves’ power or even be close to zero.

To show this typical phenomenon, Fig. 1 gives a simple
example with three chargers located at the corners of the area.
We show the distribution of radio power in the area, based
on the model in [21] and [22]. In Fig. 1(a), the chargers set
their radios with diverse frequencies (called as div-chargers in
this paper), while in Fig. 1(b) the radios are set with unique
frequency (called as uni-chargers). It can be seen, the distri-
bution of radio power in Fig. 1(b) is much uneven than that
in Fig. 1(a). At some positions, the radio power in Fig. 1(b)
can be much higher than that in Fig. 1(a), while it becomes
much low at other positions. Hence, we are interested with
such a question: given the locations of a group of sensor
nodes, can uni-chargers be comparable to div-chargers on
charging the WSN while using much less channel resources?
To answer this question, we study the charger placement
problem with different objectives. A specialty of the prob-
lem is that the charging utility of the uni-chargers cannot
be defined or calculated independently due to the nonlinear
superposition charging effect, which brings some challenges
to the placement algorithm design.

Contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
• To our best knowledge, this paper is the first work
studying whether we should use uni-chargers or div-
chargers to charge a WSN concurrently. This helps us
to efficiently charge WSNs with limited cost (including
changer number and channel resources).

• To evaluate the two kinds of chargers, we study
two charger placement problems whose objectives are
to minimize charger number while guaranteeing the

charging efficiency, and tomaximize charging efficiency
while restricting the charger number, respectively. Both
of the two problems are NP-hard.

• We propose efficient greedy algorithms respectively
for the two problems, as well as the approximation
ratio. Extensive simulation results show the remarkable
efficiency of the proposed iteration greedy algorithm
when compared to the basic greedy algorithm directly
designed for the problem.

• We find that, using uni-chargers usually achieves the
performance much close to that using div-chargers,
while occupying much less channel resources. In addi-
tion, after the placement of uni-chargers with the pro-
posed algorithm, we find it needless to further schedule
the radio interference.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews related works. Section III introduces the
charging models, formulates the CCPP problem and CCPP-E
problem, as well as the complexity analysis. In Section IV,
we propose Greedy CCPP for CCPP and Iter-Greedy CCPP
for CCPP-E, along with the approximation proof. Section V
gives the simulation results for the two algorithms, as well as
that of a basic greedy algorithm for CCPP-E for comparison.
The conclusions are made in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Wireless charging for WSNs has been widely studied in
recent years. Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) is a cost-
efficient way for sensor nodes to harvest the energy, and
hence is often explored for charging WSNs [1], [23], [24].
Many people study using a mobile charger to move around in
WSNs and charge sensor node when the charger is close to
the node [25]–[28]. However, in many scenarios the mobile
chargers may not move freely.

Recently, a series of works study the placement of multiple
static chargers for the charging ofWSNs. In [10], Zhang et al.
studied the problem of charger placement and power alloca-
tion where chargers can be placed at a given set of points and
the aggregate power supply of chargers is bounded by a power
budget. Their goal is to maximize the overall charging utility.
However, they ignore the interference between the chargers’
radio. In [11], Wicaksono et al. considered the power inter-
ference when allocating frequency bands to adjacent station-
ary chargers. Similarly, in [12], He et al. studied efficient
deployment of multiple fixed readers to concurrently charge
the possible tags spread around (or say, just to cover the target
area). However, the practical radio interference effect among
the readers is ignored in their simulations. Some other works
study the placement of static chargers with consideration of
the EMR safety, i.e., no point on the considered 2-D area has
EMR intensity exceeding a given threshold [13]–[15].

There are very few works studying concurrent charging of
WSNs with considering the special charging effect caused by
radio interference, except for [19]–[21]. Naderi et al. [21]
noticed the radio interference effect among the in-band
chargers, and propose RF-MAC protocol to cooperatively
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charge an accessing sensor node. In our previous work [19],
we study how to efficiently schedule the uni-chargers to
fully charge the sensor nodes with minimum time. In [16],
Katsidimas et al. presented a more realistic model for power
harvesting by capturing the fundamental properties of the
superposition of energy fields for wireless power transfer, and
studied how to maximize the total power in the system.

In this paper, we study the concurrent charging with mul-
tiple static chargers with radio interference (corresponding to
uni-chargers) or without radio interference (corresponding to
div-chargers). In particular, we study the efficient placement
of the chargers, and compare the performance with using
these two kinds of chargers.

III. THE PROBLEMS
In this section, we first give the charging models for uni-
chargers and div-chargers, respectively. Then, we formulate
two placement problems and give the complexity analysis.

A. CHARGING MODELS
In scenario where chargers cannot move around, we have
to employ multiple static chargers to cooperatively charge
sensor nodes. For div-chargers, since there is no radio inter-
ference, the radio power at a sensor node sj can be simply
modeled as follows.

Pj|C = P
∑
ci∈C

1

d̂ij
α (1)

where P is the radio emitting power of each charger, C
denotes a group of chargers, d̂ij =

4πdij
λ

, λ is the wave length
and dij is the distance between charger ci and sensor node sj.
α is the attenuation factor, and is regarded as 2 in this paper.
From Equation 1, more div-chargers always lead to higher

radio power at a sensor node. However, for uni-chargers,
as there is radio interference between the radio waves emitted
by the chargers, the radio power at a sensor node sj generally
can be modeled as follows [23].

Pj|C = P
∑
ci∈C

1

d̂ij
2 + P

∑
ci∈C

∑
cm∈C
cm 6=ci

1

d̂ij ˆdmj
cos(2π

dij − dmj
λ

)

(2)

The model in Equation 2 will lead to nonlinear superpo-
sition charging effect. The nonlinear superposition charging
effect may significantly increase the charging power at some
sensor nodes while seriously decrease the charging power at
other nodes, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Hence, in order to effi-
ciently charge each sensor node, it is needed to appropriately
place the chargers.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formulate the concurrent charging placement prob-
lem (CCPP) as follows.

Given:
• M sensor nodes with their position information.
• N candidate positions P = {P1,P2, ·,PN } for deploy-
ing wireless chargers.

The problem is to find a family of positions Ppi (Ppi ∈ P ,
i = 1, · · · , k) for deploying k chargers such that:
• k is minimized.
subject to the following constraint:
• ∀j = 1, · · · ,M , Pj|C ≥ 1.
We expect to solve this problem respectively with uni-

chargers and with div-chargers, so as to see whether it is
possible to use uni-chargers to achieve the similar charging
performance as div-chargers or not.

Furthermore, we notice that, if gradually increasing the
threshold 1 in CCPP till the optimal solution (i.e., the min-
imal number of chargers) tends to be k + 1, we actually get
the answer of such a problem (called as CCPP-E): Given k
chargers, how to deploy them so as to maximize the minimal
radio power at the sensor nodes? It can be seen, the deploy-
ment strategy for this problem and CCPP is the same, and the
maximum value in this problem is the1 who almost leads to
the optimal solution of CCPP to be k + 1.

C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: The CCPP is NP-hard.

Proof: Weprove this by using the decision version of the
problem: given a number of chargers k , does there exist a col-
lection of candidate positions Ppi (Ppi ∈ P , i = 1, · · · , k) to
deploy k wireless chargers that satisfy the constraint above?
We prove this decision problem by reducing the Knapsack

Problem (KP) [17], which is NP-hard. The decision version
of the KP problem is as follows: given a set of items U =
{e1, e2, ·, em}, each with a weight and a value, and an integer
k , does there exist a collection of these items so that the total
weight is less than or equal to the limitW and the total value
is V ? Given an instance of the decision version of the KP,
we construct an instance of CCPP as follows:
• For each element ej ∈ U , we construct a wireless charger
ci and its position Ppi in CCPP. The item’s weight is w,
and the value is the increment of the total deserved radio
power at all the sensor nodes. Here, the deserved radio
power at a sensor node denotes the radio power bounded
in1. For knapsack’s weight, we define k ∗w equal toW .
For the given value V , we set M ∗1 as the total value.

• After we pick a position Ppi for placing one wireless
charger, we need to recalculate other position’s value,
because some sensor nodes may be sufficient to reach1.
Moreover, for uni-chargers, the increment of total radio
power is not simply addition of each position’ value due
to the nonlinear superposition effect. Therefore, we need
to reduce or modify other position’s value. And this
complexity is the number of candidate positions.

Combining these elements, we get the following special
case of the decision version of the CCPP problem: given a
limited k ∗ w and a candidate position set, does there exist
a collection of candidate positions whose total size is less
than or equal to k so that the radio power at each sensor node
can be no less than 1 (total is M ∗ 1)? It is not hard to see
that the construction can be finished in polynomial time; thus,
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we reduce solving the NP-hard KP problem to a special case
of CCPP, implying that CCPP is NP-hard.

Similarly, we can prove the NP-hardness of CCPP-E. The
proof is omitted for briefness.

IV. PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, based on submodular set cover prob-
lem (SSCP) [29], we first propose a greedy algorithm (called
asGreedy CCPP) for the CCPP problem. Then, we extend the
Greedy CCPP algorithm as Iter-Greedy CCPP for CCPP-E
problem.

A. GREEDY CCPP ALGORITHM
We first assume the chargers are div-chargers, and transform
CCPP to a SSCP problem by establishing a submodular set
function f (∗) as follows.

Since the constraint of CCPP is to guarantee the radio
power at each sensor node to be no less than 1, it is unnec-
essary to add more power to a sensor node where the radio
power has already exceeded 1. Hence, we define necessary
power at sensor node sj brought by charger ck located at
position Ppk as:

ukj = min{pj|k ,1−min{Pj,1}} (3)

where pj|k is the radio power at sj brought by ck , and Pj is
the previous power at sensor node sj before ck is added. If the
previous power at sj is already over 1, the necessary power
at sj with ck is zero. For simpleness, we call a sensor node
where the radio power exceeds 1 as a full node. In addition,
we suppose each candidate charger inCN can charge a sensor
node with either zero power or at least power 1.
Lemma 1: Given a collection of K chargers CK where

each element ck is located at position Ppk , define f (CK ) =∑
k:ck∈CK

∑M
j=1 ukj . Then, f (CK ) is a submodular set

function.
Proof: According to the definition of necessary power

ukj in Equation 3, as long as there is no full node, we have
f (CK ) + f ({ci}) = f (CK ∪ {ci}), where ci is any element
in CN − CK . However, if CK has resulted in at least one
full node, the necessary power of ci at the full node is zero
according to Equation 3. Thus, for this case, we have f (CK )+
f ({ci}) > f (CK ∪ {ci}), i.e., f (CK ∪ {ci})− f (CK ) < f ({ci}).
Since CK can potentially lead to more full nodes than CK ′ ⊆
CK , we have f (CK ∪ {ci})− f (CK ) ≤ f (CK ′ ∪ {ci})− f (CK ′ ),
i.e., function f (∗) has the property of decreasing marginal
utility. Therefore, f (∗) is a submodular set function.
With establishing the submodular set function f (∗),

we rewrite the CCPP in the form of SSCP as: Given a sub-
modular function f (∗) on CN , find the smallest set CK ⊆ CN
such that f (CK ) = f (CN ). To solve this SSCP problem,
we employ the classic greedy approximation algorithm for
SSCP [29] which can be described with Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 is a (lnM1 + 1) approximation

for CCPP.
Proof: According to the definition of f (∗), f (CN ) =

M1. Let xi denote the amount of necessary power brought

Algorithm 1 Greedy CCPP Based on SSCP
1: Given: CN
2: CK ← φ

3: while f (CK ) 6= M1 do
4: find ci ∈ CN to maximize f (CK ∪ {ci})− f (CK )
5: CK ← CK ∪ {ci}
6: end while

by the ith charger that Algorithm 1 picks. Let zi = M1 −∑i
j=1 xi, which means the amount of remaining power

required by the sensor nodes after i steps of Algorithm 1.
According to the notations, Z0 = M1.

Suppose that the optimal solution uses k chargers to charge
each node with power at least 1, i.e., the total necessary
power is M1, we have: there exists at least one charger in
CN that must charge the nodeswith at least 1/k fraction of the
total necessary power M1. Since Algorithm 1 always selects
the set with the largest total necessary power at each step,
we have x1 ≥

z0
k . Furthermore, since there exists a solution

that uses only k chargers to charge the nodes with total energy
M1, for the remaining energy zi ≤ z0 = M1 after the ith step
of Algorithm 1, there must also exist a solution that uses only
k chargers to charge the nodes with total necessary power zi
(due to the monotone of the submodular set function). Thus,
there exists at least one charger that must charge the nodes
with at least total necessary power zi

k . Hence, according to
Algorithm 1, we have xi+1 ≥

zi
k .

Based on the result above, we have:

zi+1 = zi − xi+1

≤ zi −
zi
k
= zi(1−

1
k
)

≤ zi−1(1−
1
k
)2 ≤ · · ·

≤ z0(1−
1
k
)i+1 = (1−

1
k
)i+1 ∗M1 (4)

Hence, after i = kdln M1
k e steps of Algorithm 1, we have:

zi ≤ (1−
1
k
)kdln

M1
k e ∗M1 = [(1−

1
k
)k ]dln

M1
k e ∗M1

≤ (
1
e
)ln

M1
k ∗M1 =

k
M1
∗M1 = k (5)

Thus, after i = kdln M1
k e steps, there are no more than

k remaining necessary power that the sensor nodes need.
Since each candidate charger in CN can charge sensor nodes
with at least total necessary power 1, at most k more steps,
Algorithm 1 can finish. Therefore, the total number of steps
of Algorithm 1 is less than kdln M1

k e + k ≤ k(lnM1 + 1),
i.e., Algorithm 1 is a (lnM1 + 1) approximation
for CCPP.

For uni-chargers, we still apply Algorithm 1 for the deploy-
ment. In consideration of the nonlinear superposition charg-
ing effect brought by uni-chargers, the function f (∗) may
not be submodular set function now. However, we notice
that the trend of total necessary power generally exhibits the
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FIGURE 2. An example of CCPP: using minimal chargers to charge each of 50 nodes with at least 12mW power. (a) The placement with Greedy CCPP.
(b) Radio power at nodes using uni-chargers. (c) Radio power at nodes using div-chargers.

submodular characteristic. Thus, in view of selecting several
chargers at a time, the total necessary power brought by
this charger set could exhibit the submodular characteristic.
Hence, Algorithm 1 with uni-chargers generally has the sim-
ilar approximation above.

B. ITER-GREEDY CCPP ALGORITHM
We notice that, if gradually increasing the threshold 1 in
CCPP till the minimal number of chargers tends to be k + 1,
we actually get the answer of such a problem (called as
CCPP-E): how to deploy k chargers so as to maximize the
minimal radio power at the sensor nodes? It can be seen,
the deployment strategy for this problem is the same as that
for CCPP, and the maximum value of this problem is the
current 1 in CCPP.

Based on the analysis above, we propose Iter-Greedy
CCPP algorithm for CCPP-E problem with Algorithm 2.
Iter-Greedy CCPP is an iteration version of Greedy CCPP.
It iteratively executes Greedy CCPP by gradually adjusting
the threshold 1. To accelerate Iter-Greedy CCPP, the step
size in each iteration round can actually be adjusted with
binary search.

Algorithm 2 Iter-Greedy CCPP: Iterating Greedy CCPP for
CCPP-E
1: Given: CN and k chargers
2: 1← δ

3: while i < k + 1 do
4: Apply Algorithm 1.
5: i =number of chargers in solution with Algorithm 1.
6: 1++.
7: end while

Besides Iter-Greedy CCPP, we notice that there is actually
a simple greedy algorithm for CCPP-E, which directly keeps
selecting the charger’s position that leads to the maximal
minimum radio power at sensor nodes. We call this simple
algorithm asGreedy CCPP-E. In next section, we’ll compare
the performance of Iter-Greedy CCPP with that of Greedy
CCPP-E.

FIGURE 3. Simulation results for CCPP with different scales of sensor
nodes and required threshold of radio power. (a) The threshold of radio
power is 12mW . (b) The number of sensor nodes is 40.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods,
we conduct a series of simulations withMatlab tool, by gener-
ating a series of random deployments of sensor nodes within
L ∗ L area. In the simulations, we employed the charging
models present in Section III. With the deployments and
the charging models, the radio power at each sensor node
charged by a set of chargers placed at certain positions can be
calculated, and thus the proposed algorithms can be directly
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FIGURE 4. An example of CCPP-E: using 10 chargers to charge 50 nodes with maximal minimum radio power. (a) The placement with Greedy CCPP-E.
(b) The placement with Iter-Greedy CCPP. (c) Comparison of the minimum radio power.

executed in Matlab. Without loss of generality, we assumed
in the simulations that all the transmission power P of each
charger is the same and set to be one unit of Watt. The wave
length λ is set to be one unit of meter (corresponding to
300MHz radio wave), and the size of deployment area L is
set to be 50.

A. SIMULATIONS FOR CCPP
Fig. 2 gives an example of charging task which requires to
provide at least 12mW power to each of the 50 sensor nodes
randomly deployed in 50m ∗ 50m area. Fig. 2 (a) shows
the placement results of the proposed Greedy CCPP with
uni-chargers and div-chargers, respectively. It can be seen,
to fulfill the charging task, 6 uni-chargers are needed, which
is very close to the number (i.e., 5) of div-chargers. However,
the 6 uni-chargers occupy only one channel, while the div-
chargers occupy five channels. Fig. 2 (b)(c) further show the
radio power at each sensor node with uni-chargers and div-
chargers, respectively. It can be seen, the radio power at each
node exceeds 12mW .

To evaluate the performance of the two kinds of chargers
comprehensively, we conduct more simulations with different
parameters on the scale of sensor nodes and the required
threshold of radio power at the nodes. For each parameter
set, 20 simulations are performed and the average result is
calculated. Fig. 3(a) shows the results at different scales of
sensor nodes while the threshold of radio power is fixed to
be 12mW . It can be seen, with the increment of sensor nodes’
scale, generally more chargers are required. The number
of uni-chargers always keeps much close to that of div-
chargers (the gap is no more than 10%), showing much com-
parable performances. Fig. 3(b) shows the results at different
thresholds of radio power while the scale of sensor nodes
is fixed to be 40. It can be seen, with the increment of the
radio power threshold, still more chargers are required, and
the performance of uni-chargers is also much close to that of
div-chargers.

B. SIMULATIONS FOR CCPP-E
In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency of the pro-
posed Greedy CCPP algorithm. To this end, we compare the

performance of the extension of Greedy CCPP, i.e., Iter-
Greedy CCPP, with that of Greedy CCPP-E.

Fig. 4 gives an example of using 10 chargers to appropri-
ately charge 50 sensor nodes randomly deployed in 50m ∗
50m area. Fig. 4 (a) shows the placements with the simple
Greedy CCPP-E for uni-chargers and div-chargers, respec-
tively. The positions of 10 div-chargers withGreedy CCPP-E
are much close to each other. This is because that, during the
placement of div-chargers, the addition of radio power for
each placement is independent of the former placement, thus
making Greedy CCPP-E always select the similar positions
for placement. The minimum radio power with the 10 uni-
chargers and the 10 div-chargers is respectively 21.3mW and
11.7mW (as shown in Fig. 4 (c)). It can be seen, there is a
big gap between the performance of uni-chargers and div-
chargers withGreedyCCPP-E. And, uni-chargers surprisedly
far outperform div-chargers.

Fig. 4 (b) shows the placements with the proposed Iter-
Greedy CCPP for uni-chargers and div-chargers, respec-
tively. Theminimum radio power with 10 uni-chargers and 10
div-frequency chargers is respectively 28.3mW and 32.3mW ,
which are much close to each other and are both much higher
than those with Greedy CCPP-E.

To evaluate the performance with two algorithms com-
prehensively, we conduct more simulations with different
parameters on the scales of sensor nodes and chargers. For
each parameter set, 20 simulations are performed and the
average result is calculated. Fig. 5(a) shows the results at
different scales of sensor nodes while the number of chargers
is fixed to be 10. It can be seen, the minimum radio power
at the sensor nodes decreases with the sensor nodes’ scale,
which is as expected. Fig. 5(b) shows the results at different
scales of chargers while the number of sensor nodes is fixed
to be 40. It can be seen, the minimum radio power at the
sensor nodes increases with the chargers’ scale, which is
also in accordance with expectation. From both Fig. 5(a) and
Fig. 5(b), the minimum radio power with Iter-Greedy CCPP
usually remarkably exceeds that with Greedy CCPP-E by
more than 30%, and the power provided by uni-chargers can
generally be up to 80% of that by div-chargers. Hence, though
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FIGURE 5. Simulation results for CCPP-E with different scales of sensor
nodes and chargers. (a) The number of chargers is 10. (b) The number of
sensor nodes is 40.

uni-chargers bring radio interference, appropriate placement
of them can achieve quite competitive performance, thus
making themmuchworthy to be placed in practice, especially
for channel-limited applications of WSNs.

C. SIMULATIONS FOR CCPP-E WITH SCHEDULING
In this subsection, we expect to study whether it is possible
to further improve the performance of uni-chargers through
appropriately scheduling the radio interference among them.
To this end, we apply the scheduling scheme in our previous
work [19] to uni-chargers after the appropriate placement.

The basic idea of the scheduling in [19] is also greedy,
i.e., keeping activating the charger set who can maximize the
current minimum radio power at sensor nodes. We assume
that the uni-chargers are firstly placed with Iter-Greedy
CCPP, and then the uni-chargers work in turn according to
the scheduling. The average radio power in the turns at the
sensor nodes stands for the performance.

Table 1 shows the results of the scheduling with different
parameters on the scale of sensor nodes and chargers, which
are normalized by the corresponding performance of uni-
chargers without scheduling. It can be seen, after efficient
placement of uni-chargers, the scheduling could hardly fur-
ther improve the charging performance for the sensor nodes.

TABLE 1. Normalized performance with scheduled uni-chargers.

In other words, we do not need to further scheduling the uni-
chargers after appropriately placing them.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the appropriate placement of wireless
chargers to concurrently charge a given WSNs. Concurrent
charging with unique frequency leads to radio interference
which significantly influences the radio power at sensor
nodes. To avoid the interference, the chargers need to work
at different frequencies, which however occupies too much
channel resources. Hence, we address an interesting question:
to efficiently charging WSNs, should we avoid interference
by using channel-costly div-chargers or bear it with using
channel-efficient uni-chargers? With proposing a bound-
guaranteed algorithm for the charger placement, we find
that: i) given number of chargers (either div-chargers or uni-
chargers), the minimum radio power with the proposed algo-
rithm can usually exceed that of the basic greedy algorithm
by more than 30%; ii) the minimum radio power provided
by unique-frequency chargers can usually be up to 80% of
that with the same number of diverse-frequency chargers;
iii) to provide a given minimum radio power at sensor
nodes, the number of unique-frequency chargers required
slightly exceeds that of diverse-frequency chargers by no
more than 10%; iv) it is needless to further schedule the uni-
chargers after appropriate placement to increase the average
radio power at sensor nodes.
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